
 
With Crisp,  
your brand is always 
Data Ready.

In today’s fast-paced retail environment, brands 
need a clear picture of sales, inventory levels, 
promotions, and performance to run their 
business at speed and scale. With Crisp, you 
can access a real-time data feed from retailers 
and distributors all in one place - so you can 
manage supply more efficiently, lower waste, 
and skyrocket profitability. That’s Data Ready.

At Crisp, we leverage the power of the cloud to connect and 
analyze all of your data sources in real-time, providing you with 
the most meaningful insights and trends for your business.
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Live data from your retail and 
distributor partners, all in one place.
With integrations to over 80% of the top grocery 
retailers and distributors in the U.S., Crisp’s 
inbound connectors ingest, encrypt, and store 
your data in real time - providing you with unified, 
uninterrupted access to the data you need.
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Actionable insights are 
always in clear view

Your data is visualized in a dashboard that is easy-to-
read and easy-to-share. Stay ahead of rapidly 
evolving consumer behavior, identify potential 
supply chain disruptions, track inventory and product 
performance, and find new areas for growth.

Better insights improve the bottom line 
and make you a better partner

Export data using our outbound connectors and APIs to 
feed the spreadsheet, business intelligence, CRM, and 
planning tools of your choice. Business analysts can 
spend less time aggregating reports, and more time on 
value-added insights.

See your data in action
It is quick and easy to get up and running with Crisp. 
Schedule a demo today at gocrisp.com/book-demo 
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“Prior to Crisp, we were spending at 
least 10 hours a week pulling reports 
and comparing 10 spreadsheets on 

three different monitors. Now, all of 
the data is pulled together in one spot.”

“

Madison Schroeder 
Senior Director of Sales

See the entire case study here

https://www.gocrisp.com/case-studies/high-road
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